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1. INTRODUCTION
ŽThe well-known inequality due to Hilbert can be stated as follows see
w x.2, p. 226 .
Ž . p p9THEOREM A. If p ) 1, p9 s pr p y 1 and Ý a F A, Ý b F B, them n
summations running from 1 to ‘, then
a b pm n 1r p 1r p9- A B , 1Ž .Ý Ý m q n Sin prpŽ .
 4  4unless the sequence a or b is null.m n
The integral analogue of the Hilbert's inequality can be stated as follows
Ž w x.see 2, p. 226 .
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Ž .THEOREM B. If p ) 1, p9 s pr p y 1 and
‘ ‘
p p9f x dx F F , g y dy F G,Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
then
‘ ‘ f x g y pŽ . Ž .
1r p 1r p9dx dy - F G , 2Ž .H H x q y Sin prpŽ .0 0
unless f ’ 0 or g ’ 0.
The inequalities in Theorems A and B were studied extensively and
numerous variants, generalizations, and extensions appeared in the litera-
w xture, see 1]5, 8 and the references cited therein. The main purpose of
the present article is to establish some new inequalities similar to the
Hilbert's inequality given in Theorem A, involving a series of nonnegative
terms. The integral analogues of our main results similar to that of those
given in Theorem B are also given. The analysis used in the proofs is
elementary and our results provide new estimates on these types of
inequalities.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Our main result is given in the following theorem.
 4  4THEOREM 1. Let p G 1, q G 1 and a and b be two nonnegati¤em n
sequences of real numbers defined for m s 1, 2, . . . , k and n s 1, 2, . . . , r,
where k, r are the natural numbers and define A s Ým a and B sm ss1 s n
Ýn b . Thents1 t
1r2p qk r kA B 2m n py1F C p , q , k , r k y m q 1 A aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý m mž /m q nms1 ns1 ms1
1r2r
2qy1= r y n q 1 B b , 3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n nž /
ns1
 4  4unless a or b is null, wherem n
1 'C p , q , k , r s pq kr . 4Ž . Ž .2
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Ž w x.Proof. By using the following inequality see 1, 6 ,
a ay1n n m
z F a z z ,Ý Ý Ým m kž / ž /
ms1 ms1 ks1
Ž .where a G 1 is a constant and z G 0, m s 1, 2, . . . , it is easy to observem
that
m
p py1A F p a A , m s 1, 2, . . . , k , 5Ž .Ým s s
ss1
n
q qy1B F q b B , n s 1, 2, . . . , r . 6Ž .Ýn t t
ts1
Ž . Ž .From 5 and 6 and using the Schwarz inequality and the elementary
11r2 1r2 Ž . Ž .inequality c d F c q d , for c, d nonnegative reals we observe2
that
m n
p q py1 qy1A B F pq a A b BÝ Ým n s s t tž / ž /
ss1 ts1
1r2 1r2m n
2 21r2 1r2py1 qy1F pq m a A n b BŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýs s t tž / ž /
ss1 ts1
1r2 1r2m n
2 21 py1 qy1F pq m q n a A b B . 7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýs s t t2 ž / ž /
ss1 ts1
Ž .Dividing both sides of 7 by m q n and then taking the sum over n from 1
to r first and then the sum over m from 1 to k and using the Schwarz
Ž w x.inequality and then interchanging the order of the summations see 6, 7
we observe that
1r2p qk r k mA B 1 2m n py1F pq a AŽ .Ý Ý Ý Ý s s½ 5ž /m q n 2ms1 ns1 ms1 ss1
1r2r n
2qy1= b BŽ .Ý Ý t t½ 5ž /
ns1 ts1
1r2k m1 21r2 py1F pq k a AŽ . Ž .Ý Ý s s½ 5ž2 ms1 ss1
1r2r n
21r2 qy1= r b BŽ . Ž .Ý Ý t t½ 5ž
ns1 ts1
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1r2k k1 2py1's pq kr a A 1Ž .Ý Ýs s½ 5ž /2 mssss1
1r2r r
2qy1= b B 1Ž .Ý Ýt t½ 5ž /
ts1 nst
1r2k
2py1s C p , q , k , r a A k y s q 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý s sž /
ss1
1r2r
2qy1= b B r y t q 1Ž .Ž .Ý t tž /
ts1
1r2k
2py1s C p , q , k , r k y m q 1 a AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý m mž /
ms1
1r2r
2qy1= r y n q 1 b B .Ž . Ž .Ý n nž /
ns1
This completes the proof.
Ž .Remark 1. If we take p s q s 1 in Theorem 1, then the inequality 3
reduces to the following inequality,
1r2k r kA Bm n 2F C 1, 1, k , r k y m q 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž /m q nms1 ns1 ms1
1r2r
2
= r y n q 1 b , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nž /
ns1
Ž . Ž .where C 1, 1, k, r is obtained by taking p s q s 1 in 4 .
Our next result deals with the further generalization of the inequality
Ž .obtained in 8 .
 4  4  4THEOREM 2. Let a , b , A , B be as defined in Theorem 1. Let pm n m n m
 4and q be two positi¤e sequences for m s 1, 2, . . . , k and n s 1, 2, . . . , r andn
define P s Ým p and Q s Ýn q . Let f and c be two real-¤alued,m ss1 s n ts1 t
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w .nonnegati¤e, con¤ex, and submultiplicati¤e functions defined on R s 0, ‘ .q
Then
1r22k r kf A c B aŽ . Ž .m n mF M k , r k y m q 1 p fŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý m ž /ž /m q n pmms1 ns1 ms1
1r22r bn
= r y n q 1 q c , 9Ž . Ž .Ý n ž /ž /qnns1
where
1r2 1r22 2k r1 f P c QŽ . Ž .m n
M k , r s . 10Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž / ž /2 P Qm nms1 ns1
Proof. From the hypotheses and by using Jensen's inequality and the
Ž w x.Schwarz inequality see 4 , it is easy to observe that
P Ým p a rpm ss1 s s s
f A s fŽ .m mž /Ý pss1 s
Ým p a rpss1 s s sF f P fŽ .m mž /Ý pss1 s
mf P aŽ .m sF p fÝ s ž /P pm sss1
1r22mf P aŽ .m s1r2F m p f , 11Ž . Ž .Ý s ž /½ 5P pm sss1
and similarly,
1r22nc Q bŽ .n t1r2
c B F n q c . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn t½ 5ž /Q qn tts1
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Ž . Ž . 1r2 1r2From 11 and 12 and using the elementary inequality c d F
1 Ž . Ž .c q d , for c, d nonnegative reals we observe that2
1r22m1 f P aŽ .m s
f A c B F m q n p fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ým n s ž /½ 52 P pm sss1
1r22nc Q bŽ .n t
= q c . 13Ž .Ý t½ 5ž /Q qn tts1
Ž .Dividing both sides of 13 by m q n and then taking the sum over n from
1 to r first and then the sum over m from 1 to k and using the Schwarz
inequality and then interchanging the order of the summations we observe
that
k r f A c BŽ . Ž .m nÝ Ý m q nms1 ns1
1r22¡ ƒk m1 f P aŽ .m s~ ¥F p fÝ Ý s ž /½ 5¢ §2 P pm sms1 ss1
1r22¡ ƒr nc Q bŽ .n t~ ¥= q cÝ Ý t½ 5ž /Q q¢ §n tns1 ts1
1r22k1 f PŽ .mF Ýž /2 Pmms1
1r22k m as
= p fÝ Ý s ž /ž /ž /psms1 ss1
1r22r c QŽ .m
= Ýž /Qmns1
1r22r n bt
= q cÝ Ý t ž /ž /qž /tns1 ts1
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1r22k kass M k , r p f 1Ž . Ý Ýs ž / ž /ž /ps mssss1
1r22r rbt
= q c 1Ý Ýt ž /ž /ž /qtts1 nst
1r22k ass M k , r p f k y s q 1Ž . Ž .Ý s ž /ž /psss1
1r22r bt
= q c r y t q 1Ž .Ý t ž /ž /qtts1
1r22k ams M k , r k y m q 1 p fŽ . Ž .Ý m ž /ž /pmms1
1r22r bn
= r y n q 1 q c .Ž .Ý n ž /ž /qnns1
The proof is complete.
11r2 1r2 Ž .Remark 2. By applying the elementary inequality c d F c q d ,2
Ž . Ž . Ž .for c, d nonnegative reals on the right sides of 3 and 9 , we get,
respectively, the following inequalities,
p qk r kA B 1 2m n py1F C p , q , k , r k y m q 1 A aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý m mm q n 2ms1 ns1 ms1
r
2qy1q r y n q 1 B b , 14Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n n
ns1
and
2k r kf A c B 1 aŽ . Ž .m n mF M k , r k y m q 1 p fŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý m ž /m q n 2 pmms1 ns1 ms1
2r bnq r y n q 1 q c , 15Ž . Ž .Ý n ž /qnns1
which we believe are new to the literature.
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The following theorems deal with slight variants of the inequality given
in Theorem 2.
 4  4THEOREM 3. Let a and b be as in Theorem 1 and define A sm n m
1rm Ým a and B s 1rn Ýn b , for m s 1, 2, . . . , k and n s 1, 2, . . . , r,ss1 s n ts1 t
where k, r are the natural numbers. Let f and c be two real-¤alued,
nonnegati¤e, and con¤ex functions defined on R . Thenq
k r mn
f A c BŽ . Ž .Ý Ý m nm q nms1 ns1
1r2k




= r y n q 1 c b , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nž /
ns1
Ž . Ž .where C 1, 1, k, r is defined by taking p s q s 1 in 4 .
Proof. From the hypotheses and by using Jensen's inequality and the
Schwarz inequality, it is easy to observe that
m m1 1
f A s f a F f aŽ . Ž .Ý Ým s sž /m mss1 ss1
1r2m1 21r2F m f a , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý s½ 5m ss1
n n1 1
c B s c b F c bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn t tž /n nts1 ts1
1r2n1 21r2F n c b . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t½ 5n ts1
The rest of the proof can be completed by following the same steps as in
the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 with suitable changes and hence we omit
the details.
 4  4  4  4THEOREM 4. Let a , b , p , q , P , Q be as in Theorem 2 andm n m n m n
define A s 1rP Ým p a and B s 1rQ Ýn q b , for m s 1, 2, . . . , km m ss1 s s n n ts1 t t
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and n s 1, 2, . . . , r, where k, r are the natural numbers. Let f and c be as
defined in Theorem 3. Then
k r P Q f A c BŽ . Ž .m n m nÝ Ý m q nms1 ns1
1r2k




= r y n q 1 q c b , 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t tž /
ns1
Ž . Ž .where C 1, 1, k, r is defined by taking p s q s 1 in 4 .
Proof. From the hypotheses and by using Jensen's inequality and the
Schwarz inequality, it is easy to observe that
m m1 1
f A s f p a F p f aŽ . Ž .Ý Ým s s s sž /P Pm mss1 ss1
1r2m1 21r2F m p f a , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý s s½ 5Pm ss1
n n1 1
c B s c q b F q c bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn t t t tž /Q Qn nts1 ts1
1r2n1 21r2F n q c b . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t t½ 5Qn ts1
Proceeding now much as in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 given in the
preceding text with suitable modifications we get the required inequality in
Ž .19 , so we leave out the details.
3. INTEGRAL ANALOGUES
In this section we present the integral analogues of the inequalities
given in Theorems 1]4, which in fact are motivated by the integral
analogue of the Hilbert's inequailty given in Theorem B.
An integral analogue of Theorem 1 is given in the following theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5. Let p G 1, q G 1 and f s G 0, g t G 0 for s g 0, x ,
Ž . Ž . s Ž .t g 0, y , where x, y are positi¤e real numbers and define F s s H f s ds0
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Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .and G t s H g t dt , for s g 0, x , t g 0, y . Then0
x y p qF s G tŽ . Ž .
ds dtH H s q t0 0
1r2x 2py1F D p , q , x , y x y s F s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2y 2qy1= y y t G t g t dt , 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
unless f ’ 0 or g ’ 0, where
1 'D p , q , x , y s pq xy . 23Ž . Ž .2
Proof. From the hypotheses, it is easy to observe that
s
p py1F s s p F s f s ds , s g 0, x , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
tq qy1G t s q G t g t dt , t g 0, y . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .From 24 and 25 and using the Schwarz inequality and the elementary
11r2 1r2 Ž . Ž .inequality c d F c q d , for c, d nonnegative reals we observe2
that
s tp q py1 qy1F s G t s pq F s f s ds G t g t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /0 0
1r2s 21r2 py1F pq s F s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2
t 21r2 qy1= t G t g t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2s1 2py1F pq s q t F s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /2 0
1r2
t 2qy1= G t g t dt . 26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž .Dividing both sides of 26 by s q t and then integrating over t from 0 to y
first and then integrating the resulting inequality over s from 0 to x and
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using the Schwarz inequality we observe that
x y p qF s G tŽ . Ž .
ds dtH H s q t0 0
1r2x s1 2py1F pq F s f s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H H½ 5ž /2 0 0
1r2y t 2qy1= G t g t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H½ 5ž /0 0
1r2x s1 21r2 py1F pq x F s f s ds dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H½ 5ž /2 0 0
1r2y t 21r2 qy1= y G t g t dt dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H½ 5ž /0 0
1r2x 2py1s D p , q , x , y x y s F s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2y 2qy1= y y t G t g t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
This completes the proof.
Ž .Remark 3. In the special case when p s q s 1, the inequality 22
reduces to the following inequality,
1r2x y xF s G tŽ . Ž .
2ds dt F D 1, 1, x , y x y s f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /s q t0 0 0
1r2y
2= y y t g t dt , 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .where D 1, 1, x, y is obtained by taking p s q s 1 in 23 .
The integral analogues of the inequalities in Theorems 2]4 are estab-
lished in the following theorems.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6. Let f , g, F, G be as in Theorem 5. Let p s and q t be
Ž . Ž . Ž .two positi¤e functions defined for s g 0, x , t g 0, y and define P s s
s Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .H p s ds and Q t s H q t dt for s g 0, x , t g 0, y , where x, y are0 0
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positi¤e real numbers. Let f and c be as in Theorem 2. Then
x y f F s c G tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
ds dtH H s q t0 0
1r22
x f sŽ .
F L x , y x y s p s f dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H ž /ž /p sŽ .0
1r22
y g tŽ .
= y y t q t c dt , 28Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž /ž /q tŽ .0
where
1r2 1r22 2
x y1 f P s c Q tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
L x , y s ds dt . 29Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /2 P s Q tŽ . Ž .0 0
Proof. From the hypotheses and by using Jensen's inequality and the
Schwarz inequality, it is easy to observe that
s f sŽ .
P s p s dsŽ . Ž .H p sŽ .0
f F s s fŽ .Ž . s
p s dsŽ . 0H
0
sf P s f sŽ . Ž .Ž .
F p s f dsŽ .H ž /P s p sŽ . Ž .0
1r22
sf P s f sŽ . Ž .Ž . 1r2F s p s f ds , 30Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5ž /P s p sŽ . Ž .0
and similarly,
1r22
c Q t g tŽ . Ž .Ž . t1r2
c G t F t q t c dt . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H½ 5ž /Q t q tŽ . Ž .0
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11r2 1r2Ž . Ž . ŽFrom 30 and 31 and using the elementary inequality c d F c q2
. Ž .d , for c, d nonnegative reals we observe that
f F s c G tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
1r22
s1 f P s f sŽ . Ž .Ž .
F s q t p s f dsŽ . Ž .H½ 5ž /2 P s p sŽ . Ž .0
1r22
c Q t g tŽ . Ž .Ž . t
= q t c dt . 32Ž . Ž .H½ 5ž /Q t q tŽ . Ž .0
The rest of the proof can be completed by following the same steps as in
the proof of Theorem 5 and closely looking at the proof of Theorem 2 and
hence we omit the details.
Ž .THEOREM 7. Let f , g be as in Theorem 5 and define F s s
s Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .1rs H f s ds and G t s 1rt H g t dt , for s g 0, x , t g 0, y , where0 0
x, y are positi¤e real numbers. Let f and c be as in Theorem 3. Then
x y st
f F s c G t ds dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H s q t0 0
1r2x 2F D 1, 1, x , y x y s f f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2y 2
= y y t c g t dt , 33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .where D 1, 1, x, y is obtained by taking p s q s 1 in 23 .
Ž .THEOREM 8. Let f , g, p, q, P, Q be as in Theorem 6 and define F s s
Ž . s Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž .1rP s H p s f s ds and G t s 1rQ t H q t g t dt for s g 0, x ,0 0
Ž .t g 0, y , where x, y are positi¤e real numbers. Let f and c be as defined in
Theorem 3. Then
x y P s Q t f F s c G tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
ds dtH H s q t0 0
1r2x 2F D 1, 1, x , y x y s p s f f s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
1r2y 2
= y y t q t c g t dt , 34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .where D 1, 1, x, y is defined by taking p s q s 1 in 23 .
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The proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 can be completed by following the
proof of Theorem 6 and by closely looking at the proofs of Theorems 3
and 4 and by making use of the integral versions of Jensen's and the
Schwarz inequalities. Here, we omit the details.
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